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About This Content

Downloadable content that includes a weapon plus one custom part.

Based on the powerful Government handgun, but given a stylish design made especially for Parker. Its ammo capacity has been
sacrificed in order to add more power, due to Parker's reputation for high precision.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Parker's Government Handgun + Custom Part: "FBC"
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 18 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8.4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Dutch
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I was on the fence about buying this. Seems to have good reviews here and elsewhere. The game description should have warned
me away. Ultimately I assumed this would be more like a certain manga about a "commoner sample". Technically speaking
there's nothing wrong. Nice art, decent bgm, good UI (some VNs seem to really skimp on the basics).

My problem is mostly with the story. The girls aren't just sheltered. Their naive to the point of being born in a cabbage field.
That is to say they seem to know so little about males that I'd assume none of them had fathers or brothers. It's storyline is a
contrived romp through anime/manga tropes that seems to be for the lulz. Except I think it takes itself a little too seriously.

The MC is almost as bad with a naivety of a different kind. Considering his background you'd think he'd be a little quicker on
the uptake. Most of the conflict in the common route begins with him blundering into it.

Would not recommend unless you're really into by-the-numbers, cutesy, coming of age, slice of life, romcom with more rom
than com (I found most attempts at humor a little groan worthy).

*edit* I finished all the routes now. Opinion has gotten worse if anything. By the end it seemed there was common theme or
reason for most of the conflicts and it got old real quick.

Ritsuko complains her life is on rails, well so is this game.. Very challenging old school arcade shooter. Nice!. Wonderful game,
could not put it down until I had gotten one of the endings. Absolutely can't wait to play it again and try to figure out how to get
the other two and see how they affect things. Your typical point and click gameplay with wonderfully stylized visuals, chilling
and atmospheric music/sounds, it's wonderful. If you've played the somewhat disjointed Bad Dream series of free games you'll
be wonderfully surprised as this ties everything together into a fairly clear cut and heartbreaking narrative while being very
disturbing and unsettling at the same time. It really does feel like a bad dream! If you're into this kind of game it's definitely
worth a playthrough or two, and if you're not, I'd reccomend watching one just to experience this wonderful thing.. I enjoyed
this. It's a puzzle game in which the objective is to reach the end of the level whilst not treading on the same tile more than once.
Simple premise, simple game but fun for the short time it lasts (approx 30-60m).

The difficulty of the levels doesn't increase linearly over time. Instead, the odd level stands out as a difficulty spike.. Awesome
little Indie game. Great puzzle / platformer. The puzzles were just right, not too hard and not too easy. Great visuals as well.
Wish they had more pars outside. Definitely would recommend to anyone who wanted to kill a few hours.. I've been playing this
for 10 minutes and I already have brain cancer.. I impulse bought this game for like 2 bucks because it said on the wiki Niko
from Oneshot was a playable character. I couldn't find out how true this was because there wasn't much info out there, so I
assumed the game was not known well enough, and bought it. Immediately, what stood out about the game was the poorly
designed UI and how most of the characters displayed werent even playable and would never be because the game was
cancelled. And of course, Niko wasn't even displayed. The game is just a grave of a project that never came to be.

I was then curious as to why this game got cancelled. If not for being cancelled, it probably would have become a really cool
fighting game that everyone can play casually with friends. So that got me thinking quite a bit. Was it cancelled due to not
having enough resources? Ran out of funds? Developers passing? No. They cancelled the game because they didn't have enough
motivation.

When you are selling a product, motivation shouldn't be a factor. You were paid to make a product, and you have to make that
commitment. Instead, they backed off and shut down the whole thing. I can only imagine how devastating this must have been
to the fans of the game who put their hopes and money into this project, only to have it die before any good game was made out
of it.

But devs, if you end up reading this, please continue development. It would make more people happier than you know, and you
would get some good money out of it. Not to mention, it could fix your brand's image. I would personally love to see this game
completed. It is too good of a concept to waste. Take your time if you have to. But as for now, I'm refunding so I can buy a
different $2 game.. Arkanoid to the next level, funny, enjoyable, and unique.. Owning the HD versiob of the Android version,
it's good to see one of my favourite endless runners that started as a humble flash game get an HD port to Steam as well!
Canabalt is still as addictive the day it came out, and just as perilous and frustrating, too.. It turns Maverick into a Chef 10\/10
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Loved the style of this game and it's puzzles. Sometimes quite complicated, and I really liked the story. There should be more
games like this.. As a fan of the original game on the SNES (or Genesis, depending on your choice of console back then), I'm
honestly pretty disappointed in this remake. The character's controls are completely different from the original game, which
were slower and more deliberate and catered more towards platforming and careful combat, and yet the environments and
enemy design did not change in order to reflect the change in controls. I found myself constantly running myself off ledges due
to not being able to control my character's run speed, but I was also able to float around in mid-air and catch ledges in
impossible and goofy-looking ways, so there was never any danger of dying due to fall damage.

Fall damage was instant death in the original game, encouraging you to think about how to move about environments, and every
stage had every jump and platform in the perfect position, and everything was exactly where it was supposed to be. In this game,
all the platforms seem entirely worthless, and there is usually more than one way to reach the goal by simply hopping around
randomly between platforms, and there doesn't seem to be a very intelligent path you need to follow in order to complete areas.

Enemy placement also seems entirely random, especially in the first stage where annoying flying robots would shock you at
incredibly inconvenient points, sometimes even during an autosave, causing you to constantly reload from death while having a
stupid drone poke you in the eye.

The combat is also irritating and unbalanced. Enemies are almost always attacking you, and there are few options when it comes
to running away or attacking. Enemies with guns will shoot you while you try to climb up a platform to safety, as well as the
flying drones shocking you and never giving you a decent opportunity for escape. It seems to me that the developers didn't
realize that the slow, deliberate controls in the original also required enemies to be limited as well in order for the combat to be
made fair. Even though you are given less limited movement in this game, you are downright crippled in several common
situations, which makes it incredibly easy for enemies to exploit you and kill you in very cheap ways.

Another grating annoyance in this game for me is the main character's dialogue and voice-actor. He constantly monologues to
himself in order to give gameplay hints and witty banter, which is entirely unnecessary and really ruins the atmosphere. The
dialogue in the original was simple, straightforward, and reflected the atmosphere of the game as being tense and dangerous.
Having your character constantly crack annoying jokes when doing anything from using a healing station to killing an enemy
really ruins the atmosphere, and I simply don't understand why they thought it was necessary to write the character in such a
way. Another annoyance was having constant gameplay hints and camera pans to show you objects and enemies in order to hold
your hand through the game. Game design like this is simply insulting and certainly does not follow the original game's example
of clever, intelligent environment and gameplay design that encourages the player to think and experiment with the environment
in order to solve problems.

Besides simple design choices that I didn't enjoy, the game has a lot of dissappointing physics and gameplay glitches that make
the game feel really cheap. Several times I would watch as my character moonwalks several feet after being killed by an enemy
before finally falling to the floor, sometimes even walking on air off of a platform, and one glitch even made me unable to
sneak up on enemies and knock them out (something you are required to do in order to complete some sneaking missions), due
to the button prompt not appearing consistently.

Ironically, in my case, Uplay allows you to immediately unlock and play the original game without completing any
achievements, which I would prefer, simply because this game is very flawed and simply does not live up to the design of the
original. Speaking of Uplay, this program succeeds in making playing Ubisoft games through Steam entirely cumbersome and
annoying, which gives me one more reason not to reccommend this game.

If you want a better puzzle-based platformer in the vein of Prince of Persia or Blackthorne, just play the original game, or any
other game in the same genre. This game simply fails to deliver such an experience, instead trying to offer a shallow action
experience with many inappropriate or broken mechanics.. this game does deserve at least a look, but remidner: you may be
dissapointed, i couldent get back ON when i logged off. warthinde rlooks better then this too but hey, controls need to get a
taking used to, i hope ig et to try this again if theres an update.. I really enjoyed this game.

Some reviewers complained about this, but I kind of enjoyed being tossed right into it with no clue what I was supposed to be
doing. Anyone remember what games were like back in the day? No hand holding, guided tutorials, or in-game
instructions...just the game, oh and a paper manual if you really couldn't figure it out on your own. (Hint, there are instructions
in the pause menu of this game).
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Anyway, I had a lot of fun exploring the game and the star map. There were a couple false starts, and some trial and error, but in
the end, I was able to beat the game in about 2.5 hours. Considering the fact that I got this game on sale for $0.49, it has
excellent value.

I haven't tried it yet, but there is a Hard Mode that unlocks once you have beat the game for the first time.

I am very impressed Mr. Makhovikov, keep making great games!. Runs at a solid -2 FPS.. i like how you can get 100%
achievements in like 10mins but this game just hurt my finger alot. and i didnt feel like using my auto clicker. Bought it.
Doesn't work, no help from dev. Don't waste your money.. I have found redeeming qualities in games like Chernobyl
Commando which was panned by critics and gamers alike, so I tought that this game would be good enough if I paid a fair price
for it.

Guess what happened; Even with its budget price the game is not worth, it's hardly playable, horrible to look at, uninteresting, I
asked Steam for refund.

When you can't play a game for more than 5 minutes, then something is wrong with it, this is what happened with this game.

DON'T PLAY THIS GAME!!!. Playing this game with 4 years old son and wife.
This is the only game we can play the whole family for hours :)

Thanks a lot!
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